Iceland in Winter, Part 1 - Íslenska
With a few keystrokes and an Internet search engine, you can listen to recorded
passages of the Icelandic language online, but because Íslenska is a living language, I
recommend waiting, as Joseph and I did, to hear it spoken in real time. As we
boarded our Icelandair flight in Denver, Colorado, we were greeted with a warm
smile and a cold bottle of glacial water. The
greeting - and all of the announcements
afterward - were in Icelandic first, English
second. The in-flight napkins came with
anecdotes, and the salt-and-pepper
packets were printed with elder runes. We
quickly realized that language was
everywhere.
Íslenska is the closest thing we have to
the language of the Vikings. Icelanders
can read passages from their thousandplus-year-old sagas and stumble over only
a few words. I had expected the Viking
tongue to be filled with rough edges,
harsh gutturals, hints of pillage. But I
heard instead a lyrical language of
poetry-music, soft ocean sounds, murmurs
and rolling r’s. It made me think of
firelight tales, of new land groaning out of
volcanoes, of waves surging softly against
a longship’s hull.
Bright houses on a Reykjavík street

I imagine myself to be good with words, but this
theory was sorely tested while navigating the
streets of Reykjavík. Iceland’s capital city is 50
kilometers from the airport in Keflavík. A jaunt by
Western Colorado standards, it seemed like a long
journey in Iceland, especially at seven in the
morning, which was midnight to us. It seems my
navigational skills were diminished by jet lag and a
background of English-only initiatives.
Poetry on the streets

.

Austurstræti, Solvallagata, Hringbraut, Skólavörðustígur, Fiskislóð: the map was filled
with street names such as these. I said, “Go right ... here! ... I think!” For every five
times I made such a declaration, I seemed to be correct once. At an apex of anxiety,
I guided Joseph the wrong way up a one-way street. The kind Icelanders slowed
down and flashed their headlights at us until Joseph could execute a Jason Bourne
maneuver and get the car turned around. At about three in the morning to us, we
stumbled upon a street name I could only describe as having at least twenty-five
letters and starting with a “Br.” It turned out to be the one we were looking for.
Soon, we pulled into a parking spot marked “private” near Bræðraborgarstígur 3,
alongside the AR Guesthouse.

Reykjavík
Map,
Day 1

The e-mail confirmation from AR Guesthouse clearly read, “check-in 2:00 p.m. - 0:00
a.m.” We phoned the owner four hours early to ask about where we could park our
rental car without getting a ticket, and he generously offered to let us check in
right away. He also owned the parking spot we had temporarily taken, and he told us
we could stay there for the whole weekend. Our ensuing nap made the language of
Iceland a little more intelligible, and I could clearly see that Bræðraborgarstígur
really had only eighteen letters. But there was still the problem of all those
mysterious characters we never see in English: æ’s, ð’s, ö’s and others.
There was also another problem: electrical outlets. I had heard they were different
in Europe, but unfortunately I only remembered it then, when I woke up from my
nap. This meant that my laptop, and Joseph’s cell phone, and the battery charger for
the camera did not speak Icelandic any better than we did.

I glared down at the American plug’s nervous 110-volt face
Icelandic socket just stared at me blankly

, while the 230-volt

.

We did the only thing we could think of. We walked to the nearest “Tourist
Information Centre.” We visit and appreciate information centers, but when we travel,
we always try very hard to be visitors, not clueless tourists. As much as we hated to
admit it, at that moment, we were. Good thing Reykjavík had an information center
with nice docents who could help people like us. A sociable young woman at the
Tourist Information Centre at Vesturgata 17 helped us locate an electronics store,
some coffee shop options, and a good place to have seafood for dinner.
Back home in America, emotions tend to
flow freely, so we were tempted at first
to think that Icelanders might be stoic, or
even cold. The citizens of Reykjavík didn’t
seem particularly warm or friendly on the
street. But once a few words are
exchanged, we could see that Icelanders
are generally warm and caring, although
reserved. Almost everyone we met in the
country happily switched to English for us
without a glimmer of annoyance, and they
genuinely cared about our wellbeing.
An amicable young man at Byko Elko, the
recommended electronics store, sold us
some Europe-friendly power cords and
our electronic problems were solved. Byko

Sea Baron (Sægreifinn) Restaurant

Elko is similar to Target in the United
States. It sells just about everything
except groceries. But people can buy
groceries nearby, on the same jut of
land north of the Old Harbor.

Reykjavík’s Old Harbor at night

As for coffee, the Café Haiti came
highly recommended, but it was packed
with laughing locals and a fellow at the
microphone telling jokes in the language
of the Vikings. It looked like fun, but
we were still too jet lagged to enjoy it.
We found an excellent cup at the
nearby Volcano House and saved Café
Haiti for the following morning. If you
like it strong, it’s hard to get a bad cup
of coffee in Iceland.
At the Café Haiti the next morning

Good seafood can be found at
The Sea Baron (Sægreifinn), an
establishment also popular with
locals. Joseph and I both tried
Icelandic lobster soup, and we
each chose a seafood skewer
from a refrigerated shelf. The
skewers were taken to the back
to be freshly grilled. After
dinner, a walk around the Old
Harbor revealed tidy white and
red boats moored in the harbor
and poetry painted on the
sidewalks and streets.
Grilled redfish and sea scallops for dinner
The following morning, bits of Íslenska
began to make sense, as if its syllables
had seeped into me while sleeping. I
noticed, as we walked toward the landmark church, Hallgrímskirkja, that the endings
of the long Reykjavík street names formed a pattern. Could “stræti” mean street?
Could one of the other suffixes be something like “avenue” or “lane”? Later, I
discovered that many, if not most, Icelandic words are made up of strings of shorter
words. While this can result in a lot of bewildering syllables, all words make more
sense if they are broken into pieces. Take Eyjafjallajökull, for instance, a volcano
made famous by its 2010 eruption that shut down air traffic over Europe for
months. Icelanders, we are told, were amused by our attempts to pronounce the
name. To them, it is simply “Island-Mountain-Glacier.”

An Icelandic couple told us that schoolchildren are taught three languages: Íslenska
(Icelandic), English, and Danish, and that many choose to learn additional tongues.
English and Danish can evolve quickly, adding new words for each new invention. But
one of the great qualities of Íslenska is its ability to remain intact over time. To
preserve this quality as much as possible, the Icelandic Language Council advises the
government on language policy, suggesting new words constructed from Viking words
that have fallen out of use rather than adopting foreign words or inventing words
that are ungrounded in history. In Reykjavík, we observed at least one word that
evidently couldn’t help being adopted: burgerjoint. There are burgerjoints all over
the city, and I’m pretty sure they don’t date back to the Vikings!

One of many “burgerjoints” in Reykjavík

Joseph in a nice Reykjavík neighborhood.
The building with the graffiti is a day care center.

With so many languages at their disposal, the citizens of Iceland have endless
possibilities for self-expression. Bookstores, poems, published authors, and Facebook
pages abound in the country, but one surprising method of self-expression we
witnessed in Reykjavík is graffiti. In the United States, we tend to associate graffiti
with sketchy neighborhoods, and wall markings are considered to be vandalism unless
proven otherwise. In Reykjavík, the opposite seems to be true. Uncommissioned wall
art abounds. While some of it is truly art, much of what we saw seems to be
uninspired scrawl. Still, it remains on display, as if curbing graffiti might also curb
someone’s ability to express themselves. The idea of self-expression seems to me to
be about as central to the culture of Iceland as the idea of freedom is to Americans.
The Vikings were explorers, innovators, and conquerors, but they were - perhaps
more importantly - keepers of stories, masters of language. Their Icelandic
descendants remain so today. Íslenska is a warm heart beating in a cold land,
fascinating and strong, resistant to foreign rule. Its soft syllables have opened my
imagination. The words, and the culture they are part of, tempt me like the misty,
distant rocks of a new shore, inviting.
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End Notes:
The anecdotes we found on our Icelandair airline napkins:

In the year 1000 Leifur Eiríksson
the Lucky sailed from Iceland
to America. He named it
Vinland.
On his journey coffee, tea and
soda were not complimentary.

“MunnÞurrka” is the proper
Icelandic word for napkin
but it takes a napkin to say it
- so the most common term
is “servietta”.
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Elder Runes:
Runes are the letters used by ancient Germanic people, including the Norse.
Elder Runes, also called the Elder Futhark, are the oldest forms of the runic alphabet.
On our flight, the salt packet sported a “sowilo,” roughly equivalent to a Latin “S,”
and the pepper packet wore a “perÞ,” (“perth”), similar in sound to a “P.”
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The poetry in the photo reads:
Um leið og Þu sofnar
gliðnar fang Þitt
og ég á lengur Þar skjól
hierar bresta
og sjórinn brýtur sér leiö
Gerður Kristný: Úr Nótt
As you fall asleep
your arms slide apart
no shelter there for me now
the hatches burst
and the sea breaks through
Gerður Kristný: From Night

Return to photo

Guesthouses:
To the best of my knowledge, an Icelandic guesthouse is a hybrid between a hotel and a
hostel in the United States. Most guesthouses seem to have private rooms with shared bathrooms.
The AR Guesthouse is affordable, quiet, and centrally located near the Old Harbor. The rooms are small
but clean, and there is a shared kitchen available on the second floor.
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Icelandic letters
The modern Icelandic alphabet has 32 letters, as compared to the English 26.
Icelandic letters include:
æ - pronounced “eye”
ð - is called an “eth,” and it is pronounced like “th” in “the”
Þ - is called a “thorn,” and it is pronounced like “th” in “thing”
In addition to the vowels shared with English (a,e,i,o,u, and y), Icelandic has :
á - pronounced “ow”
é - is a like the ea in “yeah”
í - pronounced “ee”
ó - pronounced “oh”
ú - pronounced “ooh”
ý - an ypsilon y, pronounced “ee”
ö - a vowel without an equivalent in English
The English letters, c, q, and w do not exist in the Icelandic alphabet, and
the letter “z” was abolished in 1973. Yes, that’s correct!
Icelanders abolished a letter!
Return to text

æÞðáéíóúýö

Hallgrímskirkja

Top: The tower of one
of Reykjavík’s great
landmarks,
Hallgrímskirkja, which
means “church of
Hallgrímur. In front is
a statue of Leifur
Eiriksson, the Viking
who led the first
longship expedition to
North America.
Left: The church’s
bright, vaulted
interior.
Hallgrímskirkja was
completed in 1986.
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Pieces of Street Names
Some of the street suffixes whose meaning I could find online:

stræti means street
slóð means path

gata also means street
braut also means path
vegur means way

stígur means lane
vellir means court

Although street names are rather straightforward, the Icelandic language is far from simple. It
is considered one of the most complex languages on earth. As an example, I offer a quote
from Christina Sunley’s novel, The Tricking of Freya, on the many words for horses:
$ A horse is hestur. Unless you’re riding it or hitting it or even just looking at it, in
which case it’s no longer hestur but simply hest. Take something from a horse and
suddenly it spells itself hesti. Walk over to it, presto change-o you’re looking at hests.
Same horse, many spellings. A horse is a horse of course of course . . . unless it’s
an Icelandic horse. Icelandic words are tricksters. Acrobats. Masters of disguise.
Shape shifters.
$ And don’t go thinking that if one horse is hestur more than one would be hesturs.
Ha! Icelandic is too tricky for that. Horses in plural are hestar, unless you’re talking
about them, in which case they’re hesta. Sit near them and you’ve got to start calling
them hestum. Bring some hay to them, they turn back into hesta.
$ And that’s just if they’re horses in general. The horse in particular is hesturinn.
(You attach the the to the back of the horse like a tail.) But try to pet the horse, it’s
hestinn. Take something from the horse, it’s hestinum. Bring water to the horse, it’s
hestsins. Once there’s more than one particular horse, you’ve got hestarnir. But
watch out: touch them, brush them, look at them, say anything about them, even one
word, they turn into hestana. Stand opposite the horses and you’ve got yourself
hestunum. Bring ‘em some water and abracadabra they’re hestanna.
I highly recommend Sunley’s novel. Not only is it a finely crafted story about Icelanders in
Gimli, Canada, but it also contains a lot of anecdotes about the Icelandic language and culture.
It can be found at the author’s website: http://www.christinasunley.com. (Use your browser’s
back button to return to the blog.)
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Eyjafjallajökull
In April and May, 2010, an eruption at this little known volcano created a massive plume of
ash, which interfered with air traffic over much of Europe. We were told by a resident of
Keflavík that, even though the eruption ended over two years ago, winds continue to carry fine
ash over southwestern Iceland, covering cars and trees and houses with a film of gray-black.
Because we did not travel southeast of Reykjavík during our visit, I do not have a photo of the
volcano, but plenty of amazing shots can be found on Iceland Viking’s website at http://
www.icelandviking.com. (Use your browser’s back button to return to the blog.) Eyjafjallajökull
is pronounced “eye-a-fiat-la-you-cutl.” Well, this would probably make an Icelander laugh, but
it’s pretty close for an American. A fun video discussing the pronunciation of “Island-MountainGlacier,” including a song by Icelandic singer Eliza Geirsdóttir Newman, is at http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEEXY6HrQ6Y. (Use your browser’s back button to return to the
blog.)
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New Words
Author Christina Sunley, in her novel, The Tricking of Freya, notes that the Icelandic word for
telephone is simi, which is the ancient Viking term for thread. She goes on to say that tolva is
the word for computer. It is a blend of two ancient Viking words: tala (number) and volva (seer,
or prophet). For a link to the novel, please see the note, “Pieces of Street Names,” two pages
before this one.
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Wall Art
For some examples of beautiful wall art in Iceland, go to Ben Valentine’s article from 2012 at
Salon.com: http://www.salon.com/2012/08/03/the_wildlife_of_reykjavik_street_art_salpart/.
(Use your browser’s back button to return to the blog.)
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